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From the best-selling author of How to Make an American Quilt comes a powerful and sweeping
novel inspired by the lives of famous female photographers. A deeply affecting meditation on the
lives of women artists, Whitney Otto's vivid novel explores the ambitions, passions, conflicts and
desires of eight female photographers throughout the 20th century. This spectacular cast of spirited,
larger-than-life women offers wide-ranging insight about the times in which they lived. From San
Francisco to New York, London, Berlin, Buenos Aires, and Rome, Otto spins a magical, romantic
tale that creates a compelling portrait of the history of feminism and of photography. While their
circumstances may differ, the tensions these women experience - from wanting a private life or a
public life; passion or security; art or domesticity; children or creative freedom - are universal. Otto
seamlessly weaves together eight breathtaking vignettes to form a moving and emotionally
satisfying novel.
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Amazing! This makes it as another of my favourite reads for the year. With the same appeal as
Otto's How to Make an American Quilt, this is altogether bold, romantic, tender and outspoken. I
loved everything about it and I could relate on so many levels, as a woman, and as someone who
has always been fascinated with photography and art in general.The novel is broken up into eight
sections, each featuring a famous female photographer and her story. The obvious common thread
-- photography -- is just one among the many threads that hold the individual stories together.

Spanning decades (early 1990s to the present), across several continents, during various historical
moments -- these themes are the stuff of our lives. I just breathed it all in! I am betting that women
readers will be able to relate to one (or more) of the eight characters in some way.Women
photographers are simply ordinary women who face the issues all women do: the men (or women)
who we love, fulfilling the roles expected of women (or breaking out of them), feeling comfortable in
one's sexuality, children (or none at all), of wanting to carve out one's one path personally and
career-wise. What makes a woman happy? What makes you happy?What sets these eight women
apart is their vision (and tempestuousness) to continue with their craft -- and do so with great
courage and passion -- despite (or inspite) of the many hurdles. They all managed to make their
mark in photography in rather profound ways.Each vignette opens with a photograph which figures
in the story somehow (and which I tended to flip back and forth to try and see the image through
that particular photographer's eyes).The first photographer's story opens with the photo of an
unmade bed with some hairpins.
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